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1/ What  is  " Curves " ?

Curves  is a very Capable  very versatile  Post Processing tool
Probably the best tool available for Enhancing Tonal Values in Digital 

Photographs  
Having  used  Curves  for the past 7 years it is  a  must have tool  for any 

Post Production application i will be paying money  for

i would not  buy an application  for general Photo Processing that lacks  a 
good  Curves tool



2/ How  does  Curves  Work?

• Curves while  seemingly  complicated  is 
actually  quite simple

• in the default window  you see when 
curves is opened  there is  a straight line  

• from Bottom Left to top right of  a graph





the horizontal grid on the bottom represents input values  

scaled from 0 on the left to 255 on the right

the vertical grid on the left represents output values  

scaled from 0 on the bottom to 255 on the top

how  it  works  is you find an input value on the bottom 

horizontal scale  go straight up until you 

intersect the line or  curve  and then straight across  left 

until you hit the output grid indicating your 

new output value  the default  view  always yields  output 

values = input values 

to change that  you alter the position or shape of the 

default curve which results in output values 

different from the input



3/ What Makes Curves  a better 
tool than Levels or Brightness and 

Contrast  for Tonal Enhancement?
Curves is more capable than  other Tonal Enhancement 

tools  it can be used for linear adjustments like the 

others 

but it can also be used for nonlinear adjustments  which 

the others can't do

it can adjust the entire  tonal range  or limit the 

adjustment to a very small portion of the tonal range

targeting only the areas  you need  to enhance.



4/ How  do  you use curves to 

enhance an Image?

• We use  Curves to enhance an Image  by  
modifying the Default curve in such a manner 
that the output values  in a given tonal range 
are altered to render the enhancements  we are 
trying to achieve . 

• To manipulate the curve click anywhere on it  to 
create an anchor  point ; Drag the anchor point 
up or  down left or right  to alter the relationship 
between input values and output values.











• Most  makers  provision the capability to 
sample your edited image to generate  Anchor 
points.

• Anchor  points  serve 2 purposes; either  they 
are dragged  to alter the curve  or  they are 
placed and left on the curve to limit the range of  
the intended enhancement. 

• 2 anchor points on one side of  an enhanced  
tonal range  ensure  there is no effect from that 
point  to the end of the curve this is a result of 
the built in action  of the curves  tool that 
smoothes transitions between points used to 
alter the curve.







• Curves tools  have 4 channels  a combined or 
Average  RGB channel and the individual Red 
Green and Blue channels. 

• It is possible to place Anchor points on all 4 
channels  with 1 click.

• if  we  increase the slope of  the curve we 
increase Contrast  between those points and 
decreasing the slope of course decreases 
Contrast. 

• while this can be achieved  by  moving the end 
points  typically we adjust Contrast with an S 
Curve. Limiting  the tonal range of this  S curve  
limits  where on your Frame  the Contrast is 
altered.













5/  Are there any other enhancements  

that curves can be used for?

• curves is  a very Versatile tool and  can be used  
to adjust  Brightness, Contrast, Saturation to a 
limited degree, Correct Colour Casts, Create  
unnatural colour  effects 

• and all of these can be targeted at a specific 
portion of the tonal range or applied globally  as 
you desire






